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Roger Schluntz, FAIA
Academic Summary/Overview
Throughout his career Prof. Roger Schluntz has provided critical leadership to the academy and the profession in
advancing architectural education – through a combination of teaching, scholarship, advocacy, civic activism, and
mentorship. He has a multi-faceted record of “making things happen.”
Beyond the classroom, his tireless efforts have nurtured a broader context for the achievement of design excellence
with universities, public institutions, and governmental agencies. Encouragement, support, and oversight of faculty
colleagues and students have provided opportunities for others to excel in demonstrating their own unique capabilities.
Initiatives at four universities - Nebraska, Arizona State, U. of Miami and most recently, New Mexico - have resulted, in
each instance, of a formally recognized outreach center capably engaging faculty, students, professionals, and
community stakeholders in collaborative urban design and planning studies and charrettes. While a faculty member at
the University of Nebraska, a First Honor Award in Urban Design from Progressive Architecture was received for a
landmark study of Goodhue’s Nebraska State Capitol and Environs (precinct and region) co-authored by Prof.
Schluntz. Subsequently, many of the study recommendations were adopted by the City of Lincoln as well as the State.
These and other efforts have enhance the public understanding of the importance of design while effectively
demonstrating the presumption that a school of architecture ought to be a vital, if not indispensable, part of both the
university and its community. Schluntz has been a long-recognized voice in underscoring the importance of
viable linkages between the profession, firms, agencies, and schools of architecture. He has twice served as a
Juror for the national AIA awards program, as well as Progressive Architecture magazine. More recently his service as
a juror was requested for the prestigious AIA College of Fellows Latrobe prize and the AIA Upjohn Research awards
program.
Parallel with his academic teaching and leadership, for fifteen years the National Endowment for the Arts involved
Schluntz in several advisory and professional consulting roles. For over twenty-five years he has also represented
the profession and academe as an appointed member of the Peer Review Panel for Design Excellence by the
GSA. As one of a select few professional advisers for major design competitions, he has directed over 25 nationally
significant competitions, including award-winning, now completed, facilities for schools of architecture at
Arizona State University, Florida International University, and, more recently, the University of New Mexico.
At a critical juncture in the history of ACSA, Schluntz served as its Executive Director (1997-1980). During this timeframe the organization became independent of the AIA, undertook its initial Federal grants/contracts (from both the US
Department of Energy and National Endowment of the Arts), and received corporate sponsorships for ACSA’s initial
student design competitions. An endowment was established to provide continuing financial support for the JAE, this a
quarterly publication that Schluntz also served as its Executive Editor. And for the first time, the ACSA Annual
Meeting (Savannah, 1980) began its now well established, central activity of refereed papers submitted by
faculty members from the US and Canada.
His selection by the ACSA to the Board of Directors of the NAAB followed his service as a visiting team member for
over a dozen visits to schools of architecture. Subsequently he undertook the pilot visit to Istanbul Technical University
that provided the initial test of the NAAB pilot program for “equivalency accreditation” of programs outside the US.
Additionally and more recently, he has served as a visiting team member for the LAAB for accreditation visits to seven
landscape architecture programs.
As a tireless advocate for students and their recognition, Prof. Schluntz played a critical role in the expansion and
visibility of Tau Sigma Delta National Honor Society. During his recent Presidency, this venerable organization has
expanded to now include over 85 chapters at architecture schools across the country.
Of noteworthy consequence are the three “Deans of the Americas” conferences that Schluntz has initiated and cochaired for administrators from North and South America. These highly successful, hemispheric meetings for
academic heads of architecture occurred first in Miami (1994), Panama (2004), and ten years later in Antigua,
Guatemala (2014). In the summer of 2016 Prof. Schluntz undertook the organization and co-chairmanship of the
“Administrator’s Track” as part of the ACSA International Conference in Santiago, Chile.

The award winning facility for the UNM School of Architecture and Planning.
Orchestrated by Dean Roger Schluntz and despite nearly insurmountable odds including approvals for the project, the gateway campus site, funding and
fund-raising, and the national design competition that resulted in Antoine Predock
receiving the commission - the resulting project dramatically elevated the culture and
visibility of the School.

Arizona State University, new facility for the College of Architecture and Environmental
Design. [Alan Chimicoff, lead designer; for the Hiller Group] The first of four major
design competitions for schools of architecture organized and directed by Roger
Schluntz was conducted in 1987.

The Art Museum and Performing Arts Center (now the Nelson Center for the Arts) at Arizona State University. [Antoine Predock, Architect.] As director of the School of Architecture, Prof. Schluntz was engaged by President Nelson to enhance design excellence
on the campus. The organization of the national design competition that resulted in this
landmark facility was one of the initiatives.

Competition entry finalists for the new School of Architecture at Florida
International University, won by Bernard Tschumi -upper left image. [Professional
Advisor, Roger Schluntz.]

National design competition winning scheme for the American Heritage Center and Art
Museum at the University of Wyoming. Antoine Predock , Architect and AIA Gold Medalist;
Roger Schluntz, Competition Adviser. In addition to projects at a number of public and
private universities, Schluntz served as the Professional Advisor for competitions of three
major public libraries – Denver, Nashville, and Jacksonville, Florida; as well as three US Federal
Courthouses (Mobile, AL, Las Cruces, NM, and El Paso, Texas).

The completed performing arts center, EMPAC, at Rensselaer. Designed by Nicholas
Grimshaw, Architect. Roger Schluntz served as the Professional Advisor for this landmark
international design competition, as well as Denver’s iconic Art Museum expansion, won by
Daniel Libeskind.

Following his successful nine-year term as chair and director of ASU’s School of
Architecture, Schluntz initiated and then directed the Joint ASU/City of Phoenix Urban
Design Program, a studio funded by the City of Phoenix to engage in projects of mutual
interest to the City and the School.

The legacy of community engagement at ASU continued long after Schluntz’s departure,
as well as his involvement as a charrette team member of projects undertaken by the Joint
Urban Design Center (shown here the cover of the Arizona Capital Mall/District
Revitalization Study). The State of Arizona undertook a series of planning design charrettes
for historic towns (Bisbee, Jerome, Winslow, and Globe) that Schluntz was invited back as a
team member.

Returning to the University of Nebraska, this time as the Hyde Chair for Excellence, Schluntz
engaged students, professionals, faculty, and key stakeholders in urban design issues of the
metropolitan region.

Recognition was granted, in part, for the leadership role that Schluntz provided the
University of Miami following the devastation in South Florida resulting from Hurricane
Andrew, the subsequent establishment of the School’s Center for Design and Community
Planning, and urban design charrettes engaging professionals, community leaders, and
students.

Before arriving at the University of Miami, Schluntz served on the P/A Jury that permeated
Seaside. He has also served twice on the NCARB student competition jury, twice on the AIA
National Awards Jury, more recently the Latrobe Jury for the College of Fellows and currently
the AIA Upjohn Research Awards Jury.

Dating from the early ‘90s, Schluntz is one of the GSA’s longest serving National Peer
Reviewers. Serving in a consulting capacity he also developed resource materials for the US
GSA Design Excellence Program and Peer Panelists, and served has a consultant and
professional advisor for three major federal courthouses.

Continuing his teaching and outreach efforts as the new Dean at the University of New Mexico, Schluntz was quick to engage his students with professionals and community
stakeholders with funded and unfunded studio design charrettes. The “South of Lomas”
(SoLo) project pre-dated a ULI study for the same urban corridor.

An externally funded design charrette for a new campus for the New Mexico School for the
Arts engaged four teams comprised of external urban designers/academic, UNM faculty,
and students was organized and directed by Prof. Schluntz. Four alternative plans were
presented to the NMSA and Santa Fe leadership.

Prior to engaging a professional planning firm, the University asked Prof. Schluntz to
undertake a massive planning and design charrette for its proposed new campus, UNM
West, to be located in neighboring City of Rio Rancho. Immediately following this highly
visible and well-received study, the City of Rio Rancho provided a major grant to the School
for Schluntz to lead a similar design charrette for its new urban center.

In recognition of his contributions through UNM to the well-being of the State of New Mexico,
then Governor Bill Richardson appointed Dean Schluntz to a Task Force charged with
envisioning policy and legislative changes that could result in a better future for the
communities and their citizenry.
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As an appointed member of the International Competitions Commission by the UIA
representing Region II (North and South America), Schluntz recently undertook a leadership
role in the redrafting of the guidelines and regulations for the UIA and UNESCO endorsed
competitions. Previously Schluntz served both the NEA and the AIA on their respective
Design Competition task forces.

Three international “Deans of the Americas” conferences, at 10 year intervals, were undertaken and co-chaired by Prof. Schluntz, first in Miami, then Panama, and in 2014 in Antigua,
Guatemala. These meetings provided a forum for academic leaders from North and South
America. Subsequently, Schluntz organized and co-chaired the series of workshops for architecture administrators at the recently held ACSA Summer Conference in Santiago, Chile.

